
MICROSOFT 
POWER AUTOMATE

Connect Power Automate to Power Apps and use the 
‘flow designer’ to create and execute your business logic.
Track users and ensure data reliability, regardless of where 
they are inserted.

 POWER
PLATFORM

Simplify the creation of 
intelligent applications and 
automate processes with 
Microsoft Power Apps, 
Microsoft Power Automate 
and Microsoft Power Bi.

Microsoft Power Platform is the union of 3 brand tools: 
Power Apps, Power Automate and Power BI. This 
combination of tools proves to be valuable for 
companies as it facilitates data analysis, decision making 
and process automation. 

FAST IMPLEMENTATION
Create Apps based on pre-built templates, 
with a simple drag and drop, allowing for 
quick implementation.

INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT
Give your organization the possibility to 
create the Apps they need, with advanced 
features, without the use of professional 
programmers, including pre-built artificial 
intelligence components.

DO IT YOURSELF
Provide your Developers with the tools 
they need to seamlessly expand Apps 
capabilities with Azure functions and other 
connectors.

With Power Apps the necessary actions become clearer. 
With Power Automate, automated workflows are created.
With Power BI it is possible to analyze company data. 

MICROSOFT POWER APPS

FEATURES

FEATURES

Easily create applications that adapt to your needs. 
Use pre-built AI templates and components 
for quick implementation.

Create your applications, easily on any device, with visual 
and intuitive tools that do not require code.
Customize every detail of your applications or start from 
a sample that presents common scenarios.
Use your data model to generate responsive and 
immersive applications that can be run on any device.
Unlock your data from the Common Data Service (CDS), 
integrate forms, views and graphs guided by models 
and merge your Power BI reports or dashboards.

Automate processes and expand your applications, 
connecting them with Azure functions and other 
connectors, for better management of your business.



MICROSOFT POWER BI

Why this Solution?

ADVANTAGES

Easily work together on the same data, collaborate on reports, 
and share information across common Microsoft Office 
applications, empowering everyone in your organization to 
quickly make data-driven decisions that drive strategic action.

Access data to create e�ective workflows with a simple 
language, like Excel, that allow greater productivity 
and collaboration between team members.
Integration with SharePoint, OneDrive for Business 
and Dynamics 365 o�ers automation of the applications 
you daily use.
Connect to more systems and have additional control, 
through integrated extensibility to your developers.
For complete workflow management, create and manage 
logical applications in Azure.

POWER BI DESKTOP POWER BI EMBEDDED
POWER BI SERVICE POWER BI MOBILE

FOR CONFIDENT DECISION MAKING

COMPLETE DATA PROTECTION

Easily work together on the same data, collaborate on 
reports, and share information across common Microsoft 
Office applications like Microsoft Teams and Excel, 
empowering everyone in your organization to quickly make 
data-driven decisions.

Better protect your data in Power BI reports, dashboards and 
datasets with persistent protection that continues to work even 
when shared outside your organization or exported to other 
formats such as Excel, PowerPoint and PDF.

120 FREE CONNECTORS
With a growing library of over 120 free connectors. Connect 
directly to hundreds of on-premise and cloud data sources such 
as Dynamics 365, Azure SQL Database, Salesforce, Excel and 
SharePoint.

BEST FEATURE MATCH
When you use this solution with Azure and Office, you get the 
most value out of your technology and data. Since Power BI 
natively interacts with Microsoft technology, it can use all of your 
data productively.

TO CREATE AMAZING DATA EXPERIENCES
Easily connect, plan and visualize your data by creating 
custom reports with your KPIs and your branding, getting 
quick responses using AI technology.

TO OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES
Make the most of your large investments in ‘macrodata’ by 
linking them to all data sources with the scale to analyze, 
share and promote information across your organization 
while maintaining the accuracy, consistency and security of 
your data.

Co-�nanced by:
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ABOUT ARQUICONSULT
Arquiconsult is an information systems consulting company, based 
on Microsoft Dynamics technologies, with offices in Lisbon, Porto, 
Vila Real, Barcelona, Madrid, Sevilla, Salamanca, Luanda and Riyadh.

Composed of the largest and most experienced team of consultants, 
having already implemented some of the most complex Microsoft 
Dynamics Business Solutions and being frequently referred to 
international clients for their implementations in ourcountry.

 Arquiconsult is constantly innovating its offer and has several 
verticals available, for various sectors of activity, which add value 
to Microsoft Dynamics 365.
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www.arquiconsult.com 
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